THEME 2 – KNOWLEDGE ORGANISER
DEMAND SIDE POLICIES
ECONOMIC GROWTH
THE OUTPUT GAP
Economic growth is the long term
A negative output gap is the difference between
Fiscal Policy
expansion of the productive potential of actual output (where AD=AS) and potential output
The use of Government
the economy. It is measured by an
(where AS is vertical) - BUST. Anywhere on the
Spending (G) and taxation (T) to annual % increase in real (adjusted for
vertical part of the AS curve could represent a
affect the position of the AD
inflation) GDP. Causes: right shift in
positive output gap - BOOM. This is a useful concept
curve.
AD, right shift in AS. Benefits: average
for evaluation. If there is a large negative output gap,
Contractionary: Cut G, Increase T incomes will increase lifting some out of
any demand-side increase would not be inflationary.
Expansionary: Increase G, Cut T
poverty, fall in unemployment, fiscal
The output gap can be referred to as spare capacity.
boost, confidence – C and I. Problems:
Monetary Policy
Inflation and environmental issues (to
The use of interest rates,
evaluate both AS shift and Kuznets)
exchange rates and the money
LOW UNEMPLOYMENT
OTHER OBJECTIVES
supply to affect the position of
The number of people willing and able
Distribution of income. Using taxes and transfer
the AD curve.
to work that are unable to find a job
payments (benefits) to alleviate poverty and
Contractionary: Increase IR, C & I despite an active search for one.
redistribute wealth. Benefits: Fairer and less long term
fall due to increase cost of
Measured by the Claimant Count and
issues. Problems: Disincentive effects. Fiscal deficit
borrowing, AD shifts left.
the Labour Force Survey. LFS is greater
Environmental concerns. Achieving sustainable
Expansionary: Cut IR, C & I
as it includes 16-18, married women and growth. Benefits: Long-term sustainability. Problems:
increase due to the cheaper cost
those on sick benefits. Causes: cyclical,
Could hold back economic growth and lead to
of borrowing, AD shifts right. IR
structural, frictional, seasonal, technical.
unemployment.
time lag is approx 18-24 months.
Problems: Fiscal drain, output falls, fall in
living standards, social costs.
AGGREGATE SUPPLY
SUPPLY SIDE POLICIES
LOW AND STABLE INFLA TION (2%)
EXCHANGE RATES
AS measures the total
These are intended to shift the
An increase in the average price level
The price of one currency in terms of another.
quantity of goods and
AS curve right in order to
over one year. Measured by CPI and
Determined by the supply and demand of a country’s
services produced by an
stimulate output and reduce
RPI. Mortgage interest payments are
currency.
economy over a given period
inflationary pressure.They
excluded from RPIX and CPI. Causes:
S – strong
of time. It is affected by:
include: Improving education
demand pull, cost push, wage price
P – pound
Strong pound worsens the
BofP.
Education & training of staff,
(time lag), Lowering corporation
spiral. Problems: Fixed incomes lose out
I – imports
Weak pound improves it.
Wages, Input prices,
tax (op cost), Subsidies (op cost),
or those who can’t get higher wages,
C – cheap
Corporation tax, Subsidies,
Reducing trade union power (TU international competitiveness suffers,
E – exports
Trade union power,
membership low so limited
uncertainty leading to a lack of C and I,
D - dear
Population, R&D,
impact), Encourage R&D through Savers lose (but borrowers gain), shoe
Productivity.
subsidies (op cost).
leather costs, menu costs.
CIRCULAR FLOW OF INCOME is a model that charts the flows of
BALANCE OF PAYMENTS
money between firms, households, the government, banks and
The BofP records all the financial transactions that are made between the UK with the rest of the
the rest of the world. Injections: G, I, X. Withdrawals: S, T, X.
World. The Current Account measures: Balance of Trade in goods and services + transfer
MULTIPLIER: Injections into the circular flow lead to further
payments + income from foreign investments. There is a deficit on the goods account and a
rounds of spending and as a result, the initial change in AD can
surplus on the services account. Cause of a deficit: strong UK demand, high YED, strong ER,
have a greater final impact. (This can be used to evaluate the
uncompetitive exports. Problems: Confidence falls (C&I), negative multiplier, fall in AD (output
effects of injections e.g. G, I and X).
and employment), however inflationary pressure falls.
AGGREGATE DEMAND
AD = C+I+G+(X-M)
C = consumer spending
Determined by interest rates,
confidence, MPC, income tax,
house prices (wealth effect).
I = Investment spending
Determined by interest rates,
confidence, corporation tax,
profitability, FTSE (wealth effect).
G = Government Spending
Determined by tax revenues
(economic cycle), priorities e.g.
war, policy commitments.
X = Export revenue
Determined by price factors e.g.
exchange rate, inflation, wages
and non price factors e.g. quality.
M = import expenditure
Determined by price factors e.g.
exchange rate, inflation, wages
and non price factors e.g. quality

